Stereoselectivity of chalcone isomerase with chalcone derivatives: a computational study.
Chalcone isomerase (CHI) catalyzes the intramolecular cyclization of chalcones into flavonoids. The activity of CHI is essential for the biosynthesis of flavonoids precursors of floral pigments and phenylpropanoid plant defense compounds. In the present study, we explored the detailed binding structures and binding free energies for two different active site conformations of CHI with s-cis/s-trans conformers of three chalcone compounds by performing molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and binding free energy calculations. The computational results indicate that s-cis/s-trans conformers of chalcone compounds are orientated in the similar binding position in the active site of CHI and stabilized by the different first hydrogen bond network and the same second hydrogen bond network. The first hydrogen bond network results in much lower binding affinity of s-trans conformer of chalcone compound with CHI than that of s-cis conformer. The conformational change of the active site residue T48 from indirectly interacting with the substrate via the second hydrogen bond network to directly forming the hydrogen bond with the substrates cannot affect the binding mode of both conformers of chalcone compounds, but remarkably improves the binding affinity. These results show that CHI has a strong stereoselectivity. The calculated binding free energies for three chalcone compounds with CHI are consistent with the experimental activity data. In addition, several valuable insights are suggested for future rational design and discovery of high-efficiency mutants of CHI.